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3/552 (E.01.K059) TQ 18326936

21-23 LONDON ROAD, KINGSTON
Assessment of an Archaeological Excavation at 21-23 London Road, Kingston, Royal Borough of

Kingston-upon-Thames

Darton, L     Brockley : Pre-Construct Archaeology Ltd, 2002, 76pp, figs, tabs, refs

Work undertaken by: Pre-Construct Archaeology Ltd

The excavation of the entire site revealed a palaeochannel which had a fragment of Bronze Age

pottery, an early Saxon sherd of pottery recovered from a gully, a ditch dated to the Saxon period,

numerous medieval rubbish pits and boundary ditches, late 14th century/early 15th century kiln floors

in a tile walled kiln, and significant post-medieval activity with two separate complete horse burials

with their horse shoes intact. [Au(abr)] SMR primary record number: 21/301

Archaeological periods represented: BA, EM, MD

3/553 (E.01.K007) TQ 20506990

COOMBE CONDUIT
An Archaeological Watching Brief at Coombe Conduit, London Borough of Kingston-upon-Thames

Capon, L     Twickenham : AOC Archaeology Group, 2002, 10pp, figs, tabs

Work undertaken by: AOC Archaeology Group

An archaeological watching brief was conducted at the site of Coombe Conduit during the erection of a

fence between the monument and the neighbouring property. No archaeologically significant deposits

or structures were found. [Au] SMR primary record number: LAG/21/315

Archaeological periods represented: PM

3/554 (E.01.K104) TQ 18106970

SKERNE ROAD, KINGSTON UPON THAMES
Assessment of an Archaeological Excavation at Skerne Road, Royal Borough of Kingston upon

Thames

Bradley, T     Brockley : Pre-Construct Archaeology Ltd, 2002, 74pp, figs, tabs, refs

Work undertaken by: Pre-Construct Archaeology Ltd

The excavation revealed evidence of three phases of Roman occupation, the most significant being

represented by two quarry pits backfilled with the full spectrum of domestic waste and large quantities

of CBM which appeared to have derived from a relatively high status building. Further probable floor

residue deposits were also identified towards the west of the trench. Post-medieval features were

predominantly in the form of pits and post holes, and the basement of a 19th century building was also

recorded with associated probable garden features. [Au(abr)] SMR primary record number: LAG/21/96

Archaeological periods represented: PM, RO


